LDN Switchable

LDN Family

- Simple installation for new construction projects
- Switchable CCTs and lumens
- Aperture sizes including 4", 6", and 8"
- Glare control with deep source regression
- Over 100 LPW
- Available with battery pack, IOTA emergency transfer system (ETS), 347V step-down transformer and optional wet location (IP55) listed
- nLight® wired or wireless lighting controls and SensorSwitch™ JOT single room controls
- 10% and 1% dimming, MVOLT 120-277V, 0-10V and phase dimming in an all-in-one driver or a separate DALI driver
Switching Made Easy.

Switchable CCTs & Lumens

CCTs
- 3000K
- 3500K
- 4000K
- 5000K

Lumen Packages
- 500, 750, 1000LM
- 1000, 1500, 2000LM
- 2000, 2500, 3000LM
- 4000, 4500, 5000LM

Deep Source Regression

55° Cutoff

Options

Quick Facts

- Efficacy: Over 100 LPW
- Long life: 50,000 hours at L70
- Color Consistency: 3 SDCM & CRI 80, 90 optional

Distributions

- Medium Wide 1.0 S:MH
- Wide 1.2 S:MH
- Wallwash

Choose from multiple distribution options

Lighting Controls

SensorSwitch™ JOT is a wireless, app free solution for single room controls

nLIGHT

The nLIGHT® platform offers wired or wireless networked lighting controls solution

Complete Outfit

LDN Switchable is the newest member of the LDN Family which includes LDN downlights, LDNRV retrofit kit, and LDN cylinders. Meet the whole family at https://lithonia.acuitybrands.com/products/family/ldn

Visit www.lithonia.com for more information